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In early medieval times the main access
northward from Mar into Moray lay
through the open strath, about a mile and
a half in average width, which intervenes
between the Correen Hills in the east and
the Cabrach in the west. This remarkable
breach in the northern watershed of the
Don appears to be mainly due to the inferior weathering resistance of a long outlier patch of Old Red Sandstone deposits,
extending from Strathbogie southward as
far as the Glaschuil Hill, between Kildrummy and Towie. I t is bounded to the
eastward by the andalusite mica-schists
of the Correens, and on the western side
it is faulted down against the metamorphic
complex of the Cabrach.
I n these Old
Red deposits occur the beds of fine quality
freestone—grey, yellow, and red—out of
which Kildrummy Castle is built. This
stone was used for superior architectural
work throughout Mar in medieval times :
it is found, for example, at the churches
of Monymusk, Auchindoir, Kildrummy,
Kincardine O'Neil, and Tullich, in the
castles of Coull and Kindrochit, at the
Peel of Fichlie, and on the castle island in
Loch Kinnord.
Through this bottle-neck of open country
leading through from Upper Donside to
Strathbogie lay the only level and convenient access to the North. Towards it,
accordingly, all the routes from the western Mounth passes inevitably converged.
This fact explains the position of Kiidrummy Castle. I t is the strategic centre
of Mar.
In the twelfth and early thirteenth century, during the conquest of
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MAP OF T H E A N C I E N T ROADS B E T W E E N MAR AND MORAY.
(Mottes are i n d i c a t e d by a d o t ; s t o n e castles by a circled d o t ; churches by a
circled cross.)
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Moray by the Kings of the Canmore
dynasty, a strong hand was laid upon this
arterial route, as is shown by the planting of the important castles of Kildrummy
and Strathbogie at its southern and northern outlets.
From Strathbogie the
highroad into Moray lay by Glenfiddich
and Balvenie Castle to the ford of Spey
between the castles of Boharm and Rothes
(the route used by Queen Mary on her
march against the Gordons in September
1562); or, more to the northward, by
Orton, where in the thirteenth century
there was a bridge across the Spey, with a
chapel for the convenience of wayfarers.
Two other and more direct modes of access into Moray offered themselves, branching off from the highroad at Auchindoir
and Rhynie respectively, and uniting in
the Cabrach. The latter of these routes,
by Scurdargue and Essie, was used in the
sixth century by St Moluag, who came
from Lismore by the Great Glen to Rosemarkie, and thence to Mortlach, Clova.
Clatt and Tarland. Five hundred years
later it was traversed by Malcolm Canmore and his antagonist, Lulach the Fatuous, in the campaign of 1058. The former
was probably the road taken by Edward I.
on his march from Invercharach in the
Cabrach to Kildrummy Castle on August
1, 1296.

The extreme antiquity of this ancient road
system is evidenced by the prehistoric remains
crowded thickly on its line. Thus we have the
neolithic urn found in the Den of Craig: the
group of short cists at Brawland and Upper
Ord; the Cuttieburn cup-marked rock surface:
the great cairns on the Glaschuil Hill; the
stone circles a t Nether Wheedlemont and
Upper Ord, and the solitary standing stone,
known as Lulach's Stone, in Drumnahive
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Wood; the earth houses and h u t circles in
Kildrummy; the earthwork on Cnoc Cailliche
of Wheedlemont. and the huge vitrified fort on
the Tap o' Noth, which majestically presides
over the entire strath. To the dim border
land between prehistoric and proto-historic
times belongs the remarkable group of sculptured stones with Pictish symbols a t Rhynie.
These symbol stones are regularly found a t
early ecclesiastical sites, and Rhynie must
have been an important centre, though the
name of the Celtic missionary who first planted
a church here has long been lost. There were
formerly six stones with symbols, but one has
disappeared. The only one of them which,
stands in its original place is now enclosed in
a paling on the farm of Mains of Rhynie. I t
has long been known as the Craw Stane; the
name has been said to be from the old word
cro, meaning the compensation or fine inflicted
for .injuries, and this stone may therefore have
been the local landmark a t which such settlements were made.
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Mottes.
Upon both our ancient routes into the Cabrach the Norman penetration laid its hand, as
revealed by the planting of mottes or timbered
earthwork castles with associated parish,
churches—on the one route a t Auchindoir and
on the other a t Essie (Lesmoir Castle). The
motte a t Auchindoir, anciently known as the
"Craig of Auchindoir," is well preserved, and
beside it is the beautiful old ruined parish
church, with its exquisite Transitional doorway and its fine early sixteenth century sacrament house. The church first appears on record in 1226, and the doorway was undoubtedly
in existence a t that date To a slightly later
period in the same century belongs the charming little lancet window om the north side,
which strongly resembles in miniature the
chapel windows a t Kildrummy Castle—in the
same way as the plinth on the west wall of
the church resembles those of the earlier
towers at the castle. I have no doubt that the
same masons were employed on both buildings.
The sacrament house is probably Flemish in
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VIEW OF CRAIG CASTLE FROM THE SOUTH.
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inspiration, though the execution is vernacular enough. Like other- similar sacrament
louses in the north-east, it is doubtless to he
associated with the school of architecture
established as a result of Bishop Elphinstone's
great building operations in Aberdeen. In all
probability it was inserted after Auchindoir
Church was impropriated to King's College in
1514.
The old church of Auchindoir is a little gem
of medieval architecture. Nowhere else in the
north-east, in a building of its scale, do we
meet with such richness and yet delicacy of design. Unfortunately it is now in very bad
order, and the dense growth of ivy with which
it is enshrouded is every year doing greater
mischief. It is urgently to be desired that the
Tuin should be handed over to His Majesty's
Office of Works to be conserved as a monument
of national importance.
The early lords of the Craig of Auchindoir
are unknown. The first on record appears to
be John of the Craig, who defended Kildrummy
Castle in 1335, and whose dramatic intervention, after the raising of the siege, played a
decisive part in the important battle of Culblean (Nov. 30, 1335)—the turning point in the
Second War of Independence. In 1414 the lordship of Auchindoir was granted by the Earl of
Mar to Sir Alexander Irvine of Drum, and in
the hands or the. Irvines it remained until the
advent of the Gordons early in the sixteenth
century.
A New Castle.
During the Irvine period the motte probably
fell into decay, as the Irvine interest centred
on Deeside. With the arrival of the Gordons
as resident lairds the motte was finally abandoned, and a new castle in stone and lime was
built about a mile further up the Den of Craig.
The name of the old castle was transferred to
its successor, just as happened a t Boyne in
Banffshire. Thus by lay action the early
Norman association of church and castle was
severed; and the disruption of the old parochial centre was completed from the ecclesiastical side when the present parish church
was built in 1811. The baronial dovecot, how-
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ever, remained a t the old nucleus of themanor. Gordons continued a t Craig until 1892,
when the property was bought by the present
laird, Mr William Penny Craik.
The oldest part of Craig Castle is the large
and strong tower, dated 1548 in mixed Arabic
and Roman numerals, but erected probably
rather later in the century. This tower forms
one of a group of four contemporary Aberdeenshire castles—the others being Gight, Delgaty, and Towie Barclay — which exhibit so
close a resemblance in plan aud detail as to
make it almost certain t h a t theyare11e1the
work of the same master mason. All these
castles are linked together by family connection. The chief features of interest in the
tower a r e the formidable series of gunloops a t
the entrance and on the north front, the coats
of arms over the portal, the massive iron
"yett," the groined vestibule with the Five
Wounds of Christ, the remarkable high chapel
opening off the hall, a small oratory on the
second floor, and the unique roofed-in battlement walk all round the wall-heads. The later
buildings of the castle include a dignified wing
of the early eighteenth century, a handsome
gateway dated 1726, and additions made in
1832 and 1908. The garden wall belongs to the
early eighteenth century, but embodies an
older fragment dating apparently from 1667.
Early in the seventeenth century the then
stern, unembellished scenery of the Den of
Craig was celebrated in Latin verse by Arthur
Johnstone:—
"Siccine, Gordoni, Cabriis affixus ericis
Urbe procul, rupes inter et antra lates?
* * * * * * * *
Hic ubi tu latitas, nil praeter lustra ferarum
Et caeli volucres saxaque surda habes."
The present delightful lay-out of walks and
timber is certainly as old as 1777, for it is
shown, substantially as it is now, in an
estate survey of t h a t year.
From the point of view of masonry Craig
Castle offers rather an interesting subject of
study. The old tower is of harled rubble, with
led or yellow freestone dressings a t the voids.
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In the eighteenth century wing the west front,
lacing the old tower across a narrow close, is
of beautiful ashlar work, but the other fronts
are carried out in rubble brought to course,
with cherry-cocking in the joints. Thiseighteenth century work is all in a deep red
freestone. The additions of 1832 and 1908 are in
ashlar of yellow freestone.
A Romantic Setting.
Few ancient houses in Scotland enjoy a
more romantic setting than the Craig of Auchindoir. The deep rocky and wooded gorge,
overhung by the beetling castle, and traversed
by the brisk and sparkling water with its
many rapids and cascades; the well tended
garden, aglow with flowers; the broad smooth
lawns, and the venerable timber t h a t encloses
the place ou every side—all these varied
charms arc set in an amphitheatre of sombre
hills rising on the one hand, lift by lift, into
the graceful pointed summit of the Buck of
the Cabrach, and on the other hand sweeping
uninterruptedly up into the grand cone of the
Tap o' Noth. In this stately home the pomp
and pride of feudal times join hands with
every modern comfort. To myself, the castle,
and the pleasant countryside around, are endeared by the memory of very many happy
days spent in work and play—with gun and
dog or with note book and surveying kit.
Craig Castle enjoys the distinction of being
the last castle in the north-east of Scotland to
figure in active military operations, for on
2nd May 1916, six bombs were dropped upon
it, fortunately without doing serious damage,
by the Zeppelin L20.
It is a curious result of the great development of motor traffic in recent times that our
ancient cross country routes are everywhere
regaining an importance that they had lost in
railroad days. Stirling Bridge, in past ages
the strategic centre of Scotland; is a case in
point. The building of the Forth Bridge drew
much of the traffic away from the older crossing; but now that motor transport has
assumed such huge proportions, Stirling
Bridge is again, as of yore, one of the busiest
nodal points in Scotland. So it is with our
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ancient route from Auchindoir through the
Cabrach: in the eyes of the motorist to-day it
is coming into ever-growing favour as the
most direct access from Aberdeen to Elgin and
the north. Its renewed importance is seen in
the costly improvements recently made upon
it by the county road authority.
The sister route, by Scurdargue and Essie,
reveals a parallel history, ecclesiastical and
manorial, but uncomplicated by the transference ot both nuclei t h a t took place in Auchindoir. It was at Essie t h a t Macbeth's step-son.
Lulach the Fatuous, "King of Moray," met his
death in battle with Canmore on 19th March.
1058:" Fata viri fuerant in Strathbolgyne
apud
Esseg :
Heu! sic incaute Rex miser occubuit."
About the beginning of the thirteenth century,
during the period of Anglo-Norman infiltration, Essie was organised as a parish, with
associated church and castle sites a f t e r the
familiar Norman pattern. Its earliest
ds
on record, about 1250, were the family of de
Fernyndrach (Frendraught in Formartine), and
to them the organisation of the manor and
parish may well have been due. The "mountand-bailey" lay-out of the original castle is
still quite discernible. The common ancestor
of the Gordons of Craig and Lesmoir was the
famous Jock of Scurdargue, who settled here
early in the fifteenth century. Scurdargue is
a large farm close cast of Essie; but there is
no trace or record of a castle here, and it may
he taken as certain t h a t Jock's residence was
at, Lesmoir. In fact in the old ballad of' "Jock
and Tam" Lesmoir is distinctly indicated as
his seat:—
" Jock of Scurdarg had houses g r a n d
In Bogie, Mar, and Buchan land;
Straloch, Pitlurg, and Auchindoir
Cairnbarrow, Buckie, and Lesmoir."
Lands of Essie.
Early in the sixteenth century the lands of
Essie were granted by the fourth Earl of
Huntly to his kinsman James Gordon, and
the Gordons remained in possession until
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about 1745. But whereas at Auchindoir, when
the Gordons arrived they rehoused themselves
higher up the glen, the Lesmoir branch of the
family adhered to the old Norman site. Nothing of their buildings now survives except a
few scraps of foundation and various heraldic
and other carved fragments. On 27th March,
1647, the castle was besieged and captured by
the Covenanting General David Leslie, and
twenty-sever. Irish soldiers of the garrison
w e forthwith hanged.
Of Essie church likewise nothing remains,
though the little kirkyard is still in use. Since
the first half of the seventeenth century the
parish has been merged in Rhynie, and the
church, a t first maintained as a chape", of
case, was disused about 1740.
The name Temple Lands of Essie reminds us
that the Knights Templar once had property
here.
This ancient road system and countryside
which we have been exploring have witnessed
many strange and stirring scenes since that
far-off time when we dimly descry the skinclad figure of Neolithic man moving in the
Den of Craig. Our roads have echoed to the
march and counter-march of embattled hosts,
the swift passage of the royal messenger, the
patient plodding progress of the merchants'
caravan, the lonely footsteps of the great
apostle. In a motley throng they move along
the dusty road before our fancy's eye; Moluag
the "pure and brilliant," the "gracious and
decorous," the "sun of Lismore," as his disciples loved to call him; the Simpleton Lulach,
hapless heir to a step-father's quarrel and a
proud and ancient people's wrongs; his conqueror, big-headed Malcolm, perhaps with his
saintly Queen riding by his side; the greatest
of the Plantagenets, with his long shanks and
his drooping left eyelid; a t his side Anthony
Bek, the warrior bishop of Durham—surely a
strange by-product of the faith whose Founder
had foretold how they that take the sword
shall perish with the sword; John of the
Craig, the picturesque hero of Kildrummy and
Culblean, riding back from his well-stricken
field, with the money bags of his undisbursed
ransom jingling a t his saddle-bow; many a
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gallant Irvine and gay Gordon t h e r e a f t e r ;
David Leslie, ruthless in triumph; and, lastly
inthelong procession, "old Glenbucket" and
his tattered regiment on their way northward
to Culloden—gazed upon at the school of Auchindoir by a young lad of fifteen, James Ronald,
who lived to the age of a hundred years and
often recounted the scene to hearers of a later
generation. Truly it is an inspiring story, t h e
evolution of this sequestered neuk of country
through a period of more than four millennia:
a story of long- and painful effort and struggle
which is not without its lesson in these days
of quick and cheap satisfactions. For it
a
story that may strengthen in our minds some
elements of permanent value in every good
citizen; pride in our race, reverence for o u r
inheritance, and the love of a good land.

